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the bs also contradicts the companies own statements that their end-to-end encryption protocols and encrypted
apps are unbreakable, which is more than a little ridiculous given that theyre willing to admit that the big hack
is correct about paragons spyware. and the piece itself is so lacking in any evidence that it becomes a joke, a

collection of fiction that cant be believed without further evidence, and the only people that can make that
evidence are the source sources for the big hack. so, in closing, a bit of a hat tip to the hardworking reporters at
the new york times for proving, once again, that the big hack was completely wrong about paragon, and that its
source sources for the evidence are precisely who they should be: anonymous, untraceable, and probably paid

by the chinese government. after one year of bloomberg news running with a rumor that a company had
created spyware capable of hacking into all of the most popular end-to-end encrypted communication apps, and
with one year of true investigative journalism proving it to be fundamentally false, the paper of record has now
put all of its eggs in the giant chinese basket and given paragon the cover of the worlds top business magazine.
facebook is aware of the issues, and like weve recently seen in other cases, the company is more than willing to

sign a non-disparagement agreement with those theyve wronged to avoid potential litigation. but in the
meantime, we would like to move forward with the production of this series, and hope that we can continue with

the trust of our fans. we will continue to pursue all lines of inquiry, including intellectual property, state laws,
and civil rights statutes, to bring justice to those affected by this breach. we will continue to work with the fbi to

ensure that justice is served. and we would like to reiterate that we appreciate the support of our users, our
advertisers and our partners, and the significant value of our platform to all americans.
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with a former nsa special agent as a kind of cyber-breach consultant, the hackers couldnt have done better if
they had asked the nsa to help them break into the systems of booz allen hamilton and other companies. the
agency had access to the network at booz allen, so it could have penetrated its security and then handed the
hackers a trove of files. but that would have been illegal. the fbi could have taken more direct action, but it

would have been very difficult for the agency to get a court order to compel the company to give up the
contents of its computers. that would have raised issues about the companies constitutional right to be

protected against unreasonable search and seizure. the government may have been able to obtain a warrant to
secretly wiretap the computers of the booz allen hamilton, but it would have come under fire for essentially

breaking into the computers of a private company for the purpose of surveillance. the hack of the u.s.
governments credit-card systems is somewhat different. the chinese hackers did not steal files or gain access to
sensitive government information. instead, the hackers are believed to have engaged in a cyber-attack against
a few of the major financial institutions that process the credit-card payments of consumers and businesses. the
way they are believed to have attacked the systems is by using a vulnerability in the way that those companies
handle their web servers. the chinese hackers are believed to have copied the entire software package for the

servers, then replaced a few of the files with malicious code. thats enough to essentially render the servers
unable to process the card transactions that the companies are responsible for. its a much harder attack to

carry out, and it would have been very difficult to determine whether the hackers had actually infected all the
servers. 5ec8ef588b
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